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  Night, 60x100 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2014



  Mona, 103x73 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2016



  On hands, 103x73 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2016



  Behind, 103x73 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2016 
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                                                   Trio, 140x100 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2017



  Spalt, 103x73 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2017
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                                                     Araki, 103x73 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2016





                                             Pair, 120x80 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2016 



  Two, 100x150 cm, oil on canvas, 2016 
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16 Lifeless, 150x116 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2016



One, 150x118 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2016



                    Volatile, 154x124 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2016





  Shadows, 80x100 cm, oil on fibreboard, 2016



Impression, 50x40 cm, oil on canvas, 2016



Dusk, 80x60 cm, oil on canvas, 2016



  Oneiryc, 100x150 cm, oil on canvas, 2015
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  Sketches, 50x35 cm, mixed media, 2014





The main theme of my works is a human. Treated not as a stereotypical subject of psychological 
research but as an artistic material of painting. The human body particularly fascinates me because of 
its mystery, timelessness, element spiritual, universal dimension.  I strive to simplify the form using 
reduced means of expression to achieve more intensity and accurate my message. In my recent pieces 
human bodies and their faces are presented in even more equivocal way. 

Painting is for me a creative process mainly based on intuition and cogitation. I try to avoid overthinking 
and bombast presenting the human body primarily as a medium of emotion that it invokes. That is even 
more relevant than the particular story behind the piece. Each of my works is a new challenge for me in 
many ways, so I do not paint series. This approach provokes me to the icreasingly tonal formal 
developments. 

I am experimenting with the technique, use of standard tools. I do not ultimately define the subject, title 
or mood in which the work is introduced. The percepction of the images is based on conection with the 
viewer and his/hers intuition, imagination. I leave room for interpretation and emphasizes that none of 
given meanings should be final. I am aware that the finished piece begins to live its own life and creates 
further relationships with the environment and viewer. That inspires me and fascinates even more. 

Weronika Pawlowska, b. 1985 in Warsaw. Graduated with distinction in 2009 from the Faculty of 
Painting at the European Academy of Fine Arts under A. Falat’s supervision, also a graduate of the 
European Academy of Photography in Warsaw. Obtained minor in drawing under the supervision of 
professor F. Starowieyski. 
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